Recommended Materials

**SCIENCE K – 8**
Houghton Mifflin Harcourt → *Texas Science Fusion*

**High School Science**
Pearson → Biology & AP Physics
McGraw Hill → IPC & Chemistry
Ergopedia → Physics
Houghton Mifflin Harcourt → Environmental Science

**Math K – 8**
Houghton Mifflin Harcourt → *Texas Go Math*

**AP US & AP World History**
Cengage → *The American Pageant*
Bedford Freeman & Worth → *Ways of the World with Sources*

**Technical Applications K – 8**
Learning.com → *Inquiry*

**CTE Science Related Materials**
Pearson → Medical Microbiology and Anatomy & Physiology
Elsevier → Pathophysiology
Cengage → Advanced Animal Science